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We use AI everywhere…
Write codeAssistant Auto-drive

https://copilot.github.com/
https://copilot.github.com/
https://knowyourmeme.com/editorials/collections/16-times-siri-absolutely-failed-at-her-job
https://www.tesla.com/autopilot
https://www.tesla.com/autopilot
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We constantly suffer from AI errors.

40% of Code Produced 
by GitHub Copilot 
Vulnerable to Threats

Write bugs Auto-drive into accidents

Tesla was on 
Autopilot when it 
slammed into a 
firetruck 

Careless assistant

16 Times Siri 
Absolutely Failed At 
Her Job

https://knowyourmeme.com/editorials/collections/16-times-siri-absolutely-failed-at-her-job
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2019/09/04/tesla-autopilot-crash-2014-model-s-crashed-into-firetruck-405/2208382001/
https://knowyourmeme.com/editorials/collections/16-times-siri-absolutely-failed-at-her-job
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Accuracy does not contain enough signal!
6

Wang, A., Pruksachatkun, Y., Nangia, N., Singh, A., Michael, J., Hill, F., ... & Bowman, S. (2019). Superglue: A stickier benchmark 
for general-purpose language understanding systems. In Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems (pp. 3266-3280). 

GLUE: “performance on the benchmark has recently come close to the level of 
non-expert humans, suggesting limited headroom for further research.”

} Model wins!
Human

We fight AI errors by increasing model accuracy.



High accuracy ≠ Model succeeding. 
Miss certain types of data! e.g., A is very B

Correct prediction ≠ correct reasoning. 
Rely on irrelevant features!
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Google Translation: “the quality of the 
resulting translation system gets closer 
to that of average human translators.”  

Wu et al. 2016 Android system is pretty lagging

✓
Ānzhuō xìtǒng hěn kǎ dùn

安卓系统很卡顿 Android system is pretty lagging

Android system is very fast

✗
安卓系统⾮常卡顿

Ānzhuō xìtǒng fēicháng kǎ dùn

Android system is very lagging

Wu, Yonghui, et al. "Google's neural machine translation system: 
Bridging the gap between human and machine translation." ArXiv 2016.



Deployment simplifies  
how humans recover from AI errors 
Nothing we can do!

D
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yIn use
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STAGES

Paleyes, A., Urma, R. G., & Lawrence, N. D. (2020). Challenges in Deploying Machine Learning: a Survey of Case Studies. arXiv 

Android system is pretty lagging

✓
Ānzhuō xìtǒng hěn kǎ dùn

安卓系统很卡顿 Android system is pretty lagging

Android system is very fast
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STAGES

Evaluation simplifies  
what humans expect from AIs. 
Errors are treated equally and sparsely! 
Correct prediction ≠ Correct reasoning.

D
at

a 
Pr

ep
.

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

Paleyes, A., Urma, R. G., & Lawrence, N. D. (2020). Challenges in Deploying Machine Learning: a Survey of Case Studies. arXiv 

Data simplifies  
how humans use AIs. 
Some use cases do not exist! 
High accuracy ≠ Model succeeding.

Android system is pretty lagging
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STAGES

Evaluation simplifies  
what humans expect from AIs. 
Errors are treated equally and sparsely! 
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Paleyes, A., Urma, R. G., & Lawrence, N. D. (2020). Challenges in Deploying Machine Learning: a Survey of Case Studies. arXiv 

Data simplifies  
how humans use AIs. 
Some use cases do not exist! 
High accuracy ≠ Model succeeding. AI technology is made by people, 

and it's going to be used for people. 
Fundamentally…how we innovate – 
but also put the right guardrails – is 
up to us humans doing it for humans. 

Fei-Fei Li,  
Co-Director of Stanford’s Human-

Centered AI
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STAGES

I empower  humans to interactively 
debug and correct  AI models.

All stages!

End users

AI experts
In

 d
ev

el
op

m
en

t
Different human roles!

HCI+NLP!
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STAGES Humans interactively debug AI

Evaluation simplifies  
what humans expect from AIs. 

Data simplifies  
how humans use AIs. 

Deployment simplifies  
how humans recover from AI errors 
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Humans interactively debug AI
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Evaluation simplifies  
what humans expect from AIs. 
Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with frameworks.
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Humans interactively debug AI

Data simplifies  
how humans use AIs. 
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Deployment simplifies  
how humans recover from AI errors 
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STAGES

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

Humans interactively debug AI

Errudite (ACL 2019) 

CheckList (ACL 2020) 
Best paper (top-1)

WORK

Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with frameworks.

Data simplifies  
how humans use AIs. 

Deployment simplifies  
how humans recover from AI errors 
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STAGES

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

Humans interactively debug AI

Errudite (ACL 2019) 

CheckList (ACL 2020) 
Best paper (top-1)

Polyjuice (ACL 2021)  
Tailor (ArXiv 2021)

Tempura (CHI 2020)

WORK

Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with frameworks.

Augment experts on collecting 
how humans use AIs, with NLP models.

Deployment simplifies  
how humans recover from AI errors 
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STAGES
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Humans interactively debug AI

Errudite (ACL 2019) 

CheckList (ACL 2020) 
Best paper (top-1)

Polyjuice (ACL 2021)  
Tailor (ArXiv 2021)

Tempura (CHI 2020)

AI Chain (CHI 2022)  

WORK

Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with frameworks.

Augment experts on collecting 
how humans use AIs, with NLP models.

Empower end users to 
recover from AI errors, with interactions
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Humans interactively debug AI

Deployment simplifies  
how humans recover from AI errors 

Evaluation simplifies  
what humans expect from AIs.

Data simplifies  
how humans use AIs. 

Augment experts on collecting 
how humans use AIs, with NLP models.

Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with frameworks.

Empower end users to 
recover from AI errors, with interactions
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STAGES

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

Humans interactively debug AIWORK

CheckList (ACL 2020) 
Best paper (top-1)

Polyjuice (ACL 2021)  
Tailor (ArXiv 2021)

Tempura (CHI 2020)

AI Chain (CHI 2022)  

Error analysis
Errudite: Scalable, Reproducible, and 
Testable Error Analysis 
Tongshuang Wu, Marco Tulio Ribeiro, 
Jeffrey Heer, and Daniel S. Weld 
ACL 2019

Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with frameworks.
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High accuracy ≠ Model succeeding. 
Miss certain types of data!

Correct prediction ≠ correct reasoning. 
Rely on irrelevant features!

Model analysis reveals hidden deficiencies. 

Experts are knowledgeable… 
But cannot express their knowledge. 

Text too unstructured!
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High accuracy ≠ Model succeeding. 
Miss certain types of data!

Correct prediction ≠ correct reasoning. 
Rely on irrelevant features!

Model analysis reveals hidden deficiencies. 

we sampled 200 question answer pairs and 
manually analyzed their properties.

Joshi et al. ACL’17

We sample 100 incorrect predictions and try 
to find common error categories.

Chen et al.  ACL’16
We randomly select 50 incorrect questions 

and categorize them into 6 classes.

Wadhwa et al. ACL’18

Joshi, Mandar, et al. "Triviaqa: A large scale distantly supervised challenge dataset for reading comprehension." arXiv preprint arXiv:1705.03551 (2017). 
Chen, Danqi, Jason Bolton, and Christopher D. Manning. "A thorough examination of the cnn/daily mail reading comprehension task." arXiv preprint arXiv:1606.02858 (2016) 

.Wadhwa, Soumya, Khyathi Raghavi Chandu, and Eric Nyberg. "Comparative analysis of neural qa models on squad." arXiv preprint arXiv:1806.06972 (2018).

“State-of-the-art”
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High accuracy ≠ Model succeeding. 
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.Wadhwa, Soumya, Khyathi Raghavi Chandu, and Eric Nyberg. "Comparative analysis of neural qa models on squad." arXiv preprint arXiv:1806.06972 (2018).

“State-of-the-art”

State-of-the-art is unreliable.
Instead, two building blocks:

Quantitative grouping 
Inspect similar instances

Counterfactual perturbation 
Isolate important components

How to help experts fully utilize their 
expertise in model analysis?

Model analysis reveals hidden deficiencies. 

Errudite 📖:



Errudite walkthrough: Visual Question Answering

24
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F

Data Group

Create Re-Write Rules

Attribute

Zhang, Yan, Jonathon Hare, and Adam Prügel-Bennett. "Learning to count objects in natural images for visual question answering."  ICLR 2018
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Data Group

Create Re-Write Rules

Attribute

How many yellowish donuts are there?

Label: 3 Model prediction: 5

How many people are in the picture?

Label: 3 Model prediction: 3 ✓

✗

Errudite walkthrough: Visual Question Answering

25

How many yellowish donuts are there?

Label: 3 Model prediction: 5

How many people are in the picture?

Label: 3 Model prediction: 3 ✓

✗

yellowish

Possible problem: 

The model cannot count 
objects with ADJectives. 

Is it true?
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Errudite walkthrough: Visual Question Answering
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How many yellowish donuts are there?

Label: 3 Model prediction: 5

How many people are in the picture?

Label: 3 Model prediction: 3 ✓

✗

yellowish

On 5 out of 100 samples,   

The model cannot count 
objects with ADJectives. 

100 samples does not represent 
the 100K validation examples!
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Grouping: scalable and reproducible analysis
DSL (Domain Specific Language):  Extract attributes from instances, filter instances by attributes.
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Grouping: scalable and reproducible analysis
DSL (Domain Specific Language):  Extract attributes from instances, filter instances by attributes.

starts_with(question,  

pattern="how many NOUN")
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Grouping: scalable and reproducible analysis
DSL (Domain Specific Language):  Extract attributes from instances, filter instances by attributes.

How many yellowish donuts are there?

Label: 3 Prediction: 5 ✗starts_with(question, 

pattern="how many ADJ")

“The model cannot count objects with adjectives for 60% of the time.” 

starts_with(question,  

pattern="how many NOUN")

Confidently compare otherwise missed data group.

A

B

C

D

E

F

Data Group

Create Re-Write Rules

Attribute

CorrectIncorrect
Model performance

>



“The model cannot count objects with adjectives for 60% of the time.” 

30

Grouping: scalable and reproducible analysis

has_pattern(question,  

pattern="ADJ")

User study: 10 NLP experts saw identical error descriptions, 
but produce drastically different groups (covering 13.5% — 45% of all errors!)

starts_with(question, 

 pattern="how many ADJ")

“How many of the cats are white?”

Errudite makes the model analysis reproducible and comparable.
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Counterfactual analysis: find root causes via testing

31

HAS adjective ≠ IS WRONG due to the adjective. 
“Would the model work perfectly if we removed the possible cause?”

Label Pred.

3 5How many yellowish donuts are there?

Counterfactual
How many yellowish donuts are there? 12 12

Did you want to generalize to… 
yellowish ➜   

yellowish NOUN ➜ NOUN 
How many  ADJ NOUN ➜ How many NOUN
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Label Pred.

3 5How many yellowish donuts are there?

Counterfactual
How many yellowish donuts are there? 12 12

1?

22

Counterfactual
How many orange cats are in the picture?

How many orange cats are in the picture?

Should be ≥ 2!

>

Model testing with groups of counterfactuals

How many ADJ NOUN ➜ How many NOUN

Counterfactual rewriting find cases right for the wrong reason.



Model testing with groups of counterfactuals
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Beyond Accuracy: Behavioral Testing of NLP Models with CheckList 
Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Tongshuang Wu, Carlos Guestrin, Sameer Singh  

ACL 2020 (best paper)

Capabilities

Vocab/POS Remove ADJ: 
48%

How many ADJ NOUN ➜ How many NOUN 

prediction should go up



Model testing with groups of counterfactuals
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Beyond Accuracy: Behavioral Testing of NLP Models with CheckList 
Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Tongshuang Wu, Carlos Guestrin, Sameer Singh  

ACL 2020 (best paper)

Capabilities

Vocab/POS Remove ADJ: 
48%

Named entities
Negation

…

How many ADJ NOUN ➜ How many NOUN 

prediction should go up



Model testing with groups of counterfactuals
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Beyond Accuracy: Behavioral Testing of NLP Models with CheckList 
Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Tongshuang Wu, Carlos Guestrin, Sameer Singh  

ACL 2020 (best paper)

Capabilities Min. Func Test Invariance Directional

Vocab/POS Remove ADJ: 
48%

Named entities
Negation

…

How many ADJ NOUN ➜ How many NOUN 

prediction should go up



Model testing with groups of counterfactuals
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Beyond Accuracy: Behavioral Testing of NLP Models with CheckList 
Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Tongshuang Wu, Carlos Guestrin, Sameer Singh  

ACL 2020 (best paper)

Capabilities Min. Func Test Invariance Directional

Vocab/POS Animals: 15% 
Colors: 7.6%

Remove ADJ: 
48%

Named entities LOC: 21%

Negation Easy: 49.2%

…

How many ADJ NOUN ➜ How many NOUN 

prediction should go up

Errudite helps perform nuanced analysis.



Errudite/Checklist:  
Shape the analyses  
in practice

37

Share insights with community 
Nuanced leaderboard
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Errudite 📖: Express experts’ knowledge with 

Quantitative grouping 
Inspect similar instances

Counterfactual perturbation 
Isolate important components

Errudite brings precise, reproducible, scalable,  
and testable error analysis.

+
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Training

Humans interactively debug AI

In use

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment
Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with frameworks.

Systematic grouping

Counterfactual rewriting
Exploit expertsError analysis 

Testing 

Errudite (ACL 2019) 
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Error analysis 

Testing 

Training

Humans interactively debug AI

In use

Errudite (ACL 2019) 

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

Systematic grouping

Counterfactual rewriting

Fundamental across stages:

Exploit experts

Avoid developer bias!

◰
▲
◔

Original data

◳
◰

◕
◱ ⬓
◨◲

▲ ▶

◔

▲▶

+ Counterfactuals

Augmentation
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Testing 
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Humans interactively debug AI

In use

Errudite (ACL 2019) 

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

Counterfactual rewriting

Avoid developer bias!

Augmentation

Augment experts on collecting 
how humans use AIs, with NLP models.

Systematic grouping

Exploit experts
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Counterfactual rewriting

Augmentation Polyjuice (ACL 2021)  
Avoid developer bias

Errudite (ACL 2019) 

Augment experts on collecting 
how humans use AIs, with NLP models.

Error analysis 

Testing 
Polyjuice: Generating Counterfactuals for 
Explaining, Evaluating, and Improving 
Models 
Tongshuang Wu, Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Dan 
Weld, Jeffrey Heer  
ACL 2021 

Error analysis
Exploit expert knowledge



Manually creating counterfactuals is hard.

Kaushik, D., Hovy, E., & Lipton, Z. C. (2019). Learning the difference that makes a difference with counterfactually-augmented data. ICLR 2020. 
Gardner, Matt, et al. "Evaluating models’ local decision boundaries via contrast sets." Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing: Findings. 2020. 43

Human creativity can be biased
Original

PREDICT.

5 ✗How many yellowish donuts 
are there?

Counterfactuals

How many yellowish donuts are there? 3 ✓



Counterfactuals

Human creativity can be biased

Manually creating counterfactuals is hard.

Kaushik, D., Hovy, E., & Lipton, Z. C. (2019). Learning the difference that makes a difference with counterfactually-augmented data. ICLR 2020. 
Gardner, Matt, et al. "Evaluating models’ local decision boundaries via contrast sets." Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing: Findings. 2020. 44

How many yellowish→colored donuts are there?
How many yellowish→kinds of donuts are there?

How many yellowish donuts are there? 2 ✓

Costly to generate 
(~4-5 minutes per instance)

Original

PREDICT.

5 ✗How many yellowish donuts 
are there?



Human creativity can be biased

Manually creating counterfactuals is hard.

Kaushik, D., Hovy, E., & Lipton, Z. C. (2019). Learning the difference that makes a difference with counterfactually-augmented data. ICLR 2020. 
Gardner, Matt, et al. "Evaluating models’ local decision boundaries via contrast sets." Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing: Findings. 2020. 45

Original

How many brownish peaks are there?

Counterfactuals

How many brownish peaks are there?C

BA

How many brownish→colored peaks are there?
How many brownish peaks are there→in brown?

How many brownish peaks are there?

PREDICT.

5 ✗

2 ✓

Costly to generate 
(~4-5 minutes per instance)

How can we collect more diverse counterfactuals that compensate 
for what humans might miss, with less cost?

Polyjuice 🥘: Use language models to effectively generate a variety 
of counterfactuals on each instance.

Polyjuice 🥘:



GPT-2 can complete paragraphs → be fine-tuned for rewriting.

Diverse counterfactual generation

46

INPUT
How many yellowish donuts are there?

Use original text as context Close counterfactual rewriting

Prompting: “how” and “where” to perturb,  
to emphasize diverse counterfactuals.

OUTPUT

How many yellowish→kinds of donuts are there?



Original
How many yellowish donuts are there?

Control

+

Counterfactuals

How many yellowish  donut are not yellowish?negation
How many non-yellowish donuts are there?negation
How many yellowish, sprinkled donuts are there?insert

+

“How to change”: Control codes

47
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“Where to change”: Fill-in-the-blank (Donahue, ACL’20)

Donahue, C., Lee, M., & Liang, P. (2020). Enabling Language Models to Fill in the Blanks. ACL 2020

BLANKS Counterfactuals (fill)

+ colored

yellow

EMPTY

How many [BLANK] donuts are there?

How many [BLANK] donuts are there?

How many [BLANK] donuts are there?

Original
How many yellowish donuts are there?



Counterfactuals

12 ✓How many yellowish donuts are there?
How many sprinkled donuts are there? ✗5

49

User study: What does Polyjuice bring?

13 grad students simulate 
model predictions on 
Polyjuice counterfactuals…

How many yellow donuts are there?

How many yellowish donuts are in yellow?

How many yellowish donuts are yellowish?

PREDICT.

✗

Original

How many yellowish donuts 
are there?

5

Only slightly better than random 
guessing! (57% correct)

Overfit to their inspections!

Miss non-local changes!

3 ✓

3

3

✓

✓
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User study: What does Polyjuice bring?

Counterfactuals

How many yellow donuts are there?

How many yellowish donuts are in yellow?

How many yellowish donuts are yellowish?

PREDICT.

✗

Original

How many yellowish donuts 
are there?

5

12 ✓How many yellowish donuts are there?
How many sprinkled donuts are there? ✗5

3 ✓

3

3

✓

✓

“The model cannot count 
objects with ADJectives.”

(Maybe) depends on what 
& where the ADJs are!



Counterfactuals for augmentation
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Counterfactual data augmentation

Figure adjusted from: 
Khashabi, Daniel, Tushar Khot, and Ashish Sabharwal. "More bang for your buck: Natural perturbation for robust question answering.” ACL 2020

6How many sprinkled donuts are there?

0How many sprinkled boxes are there?

◱
⬓
◨◳

◰
◕

◱ ⬓
◨◲

▲ ▶

◔

▲▶

+ counterfactuals

◰◰
▲

◔

Seed/Original dataset

Original

How many yellowish donuts 
are there?

3How many yellowish donuts are yellowish?

LABEL

23



◳
◰
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Counterfactual data augmentation

◕
◱ ⬓
◨◲

▲ ▶

◔

▲▶

◰
▲

◔

Seed/Original dataset

+ counterfactuals

VS. adding manual counterfactuals, Polyjuice…

VS. adding original data, Polyjuice…
Better out-of-domain generalization

Compatible or more improvement

~36 seconds~2 minutes

Save 70% labor!

Kaushik, D., Hovy, E., & Lipton, Z. C. (2019). Learning the difference that makes a difference with counterfactually-augmented data. ICLR 2020. 

Similar in-domain accuracy



An emerging field 
human+AI 
counterfactual rewriting

53
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Polyjuice 🥘: Augment experts’s counterfactuals

Polyjuice leads to insights & augmentations missed by people., and 
is cheaper than human creation.

Diversities embedded in langage models.



Humans interactively debug AI
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Humans interactively debug AI
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Humans interactively debug AI
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In useIn use End users Know goals, find errors,  
cannot recover from errors.

Still have errors!
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Humans interactively debug AI
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In useIn use End users Empower end users to 
recover from AI errors, with interactions
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Humans interactively debug AI
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In use AI Chain (CHI 2022)  
End user capability

AI Chains: Transparent and Controllable Human-AI 
Interaction by Chaining LLM Prompts  
Tongshuang Wu, Michael Terry, Carrie Cai 
CHI 2022 

PromptChainer: Chaining Large Language Model 
Prompts through Visual Programming 
Tongshuang Wu, Ellen Jiang, Michael Terry, Carrie Cai 
CHI LBW 2022

In use

Empower end users to 
recover from AI errors, with interactions



Model outputOù est la gare routière?
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Brown, Tom B., et al. "Language models are few-shot learners." arXiv 2020

Respond to natural language prompts (instructions), accessible to end users!

Où est la gare routière?

French sentence

Translation

Where's the bus station?

English sentence

Large Language Models (LLMs) are helpful.

Prompt 
Natural Language instruction

Given the English sentence, 
translate to French.

English: Where’s the bus station?

French: 



LLM may struggle with complex tasks.
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Given the following feedback, rewrite it into a friendly 
paragraph with concrete suggestions for each of Alex’s 
presentation problems.

Original feedback: 
Sherry could improve her presentation skills. She has too 
much text on her slides. Her presentation meanders from 
topic to topic without a clear structure. She also does 
not engage with her audience when she presents.

More friendly feedback: 

Sherry, you have too 
many words on your...

More friendly feedback

Rewriting

Sherry could improve her 
presentation...

Original feedback

Example: Peer review rewriting

Sherry, you have too many words on your slides. You should 
use images and bullet points to help get your message 
across. You should have a clear structure for the 
presentation. You should also engage with your audience.



LLM may struggle with complex tasks.
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Given the following feedback, rewrite it into a friendly 
paragraph with concrete suggestions for each of Alex’s 
presentation problems.

Original feedback: 
Sherry could improve her presentation skills. She has too 
much text on her slides. Her presentation meanders from 
topic to topic without a clear structure. She also does 
not engage with her audience when she presents.

More friendly feedback: 

Sherry, you have too 
many words on your...

More friendly feedback

Rewriting

Sherry could improve her 
presentation...

Original feedback

Example: Peer review rewriting

Sherry, you have too many words on your slides. You should 
use images and bullet points to help get your message 
across. You should have a clear structure for the 
presentation. You should also engage with your audience.

Model structure has limitations: reasoning capabilities, exposure bias, etc. 
…that end users don’t know or understand.

How can we help end users interpret and improve model outputs, when 
they cannot understand or change the model?



LLM may struggle with complex tasks.
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Given the following feedback, rewrite it into a friendly 
paragraph with concrete suggestions for each of Alex’s 
presentation problems.

Original feedback: 
Sherry could improve her presentation skills. She has too 
much text on her slides. Her presentation meanders from 
topic to topic without a clear structure. She also does 
not engage with her audience when she presents.

More friendly feedback: 

Sherry, you have too 
many words on your...

More friendly feedback

Rewriting

Sherry could improve her 
presentation...

Original feedback

Example: Peer review rewriting

Sherry, you have too many words on your slides. You should 
use images and bullet points to help get your message 
across. You should have a clear structure for the 
presentation. You should also engage with your audience.

How can we help end users interpret and improve model outputs, when 
they cannot understand or change the model?

AI Chain ⛓: Break down an original task into sub-tasks, to provide 
explicit knobs to users on sub-tasks.



The input-output mapping is convoluted.

Given the following feedback, rewrite it into a friendly 
paragraph with concrete suggestions for each of Alex’s 
presentation problems.

Original feedback: 
Sherry could improve her presentation skills. She has too 
much text on her slides. Her presentation meanders from 
topic to topic without a clear structure. She also does 
not engage with her audience when she presents.

More friendly feedback: 
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Sherry, you have too many words on your slides. You should 
use images and bullet points to help get your message 
across. You should have a clear structure for the 
presentation. You should also engage with your audience.

Confusing  
mapping!

Sherry, you have too many 
words on your...

More friendly feedback

Rewriting

Sherry could improve her 
presentation...

Original feedback



Given the Presentation problem, the following 
is a list of improvement suggestions.

Problem: Does not engage

Suggestions for improvements:

65

1) Ask the audience questions

2) Walk around the room

Small tasks are more interpretable and controllable.

Use humor

Does not engage

Presentation problem

1) Ask the audience questions
2) Walk around the room

Suggestions for improvements

Create ideas



Write one friendly paragraph to cover all the 
suggestions.

Suggestions:

1) Ask the audience questions

2) Use humor

Paragraph
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Brown, Tom B., et al. "Language models are few-shot learners." arXiv 2020

You may want to ask more questions to engage 
the audience. Humor always helps!

The fix can be propagated to related sub-tasks!

Does not engage

Presentation problem

1) Ask the audience questions
2) Walk around the room

Suggestions for improvements

Create ideas

You may want to ask more 
questions to engage...

Paragraph

Compose points

Use humor
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Chain = 
Independent LLM runs per sub-task

+ inter-step transformation

Does not engage

Presentation problem

1) Ask the audience questions
2) Walk around the room

Suggestions for improvements

Create ideas

You may want to ask more 
questions to engage...

Paragraph

Compose points

Use humor
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Chain = 
Independent LLM runs per sub-task

2 Ideate suggestions per problem

3 Compose them into a paragraph

1 Identify all presentation problems 1

+ inter-step transformation

Does not engage

Presentation problem

1) Ask the audience questions
2) Walk around the room

Suggestions for improvements

Create ideas

You may want to ask more 
questions to engage...

Paragraph

Compose points

Use humor
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11 A three-step Chain 
for peer review rewriting

Presentation problems

Split the given feedback into a list of presentation problems.

Feedback

Sherry could improve his presentation skills. She has too much 
text on his slides. Her presentation meanders from topic to 
topic without a clear structure. She also does not engage with 
her audience when she presents.

Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Feedback: 
Sherry could improve her presentation 
skills. She has too much text on her 
slides. Her presentation meanders 
from topic to topic without a clear 
structure. Her also does not engage 
with her audience when she presents.
Presentation problems:
1) Too much text on slides
2) Meanders from topic to topic

Split all presentation problems 
1



Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Meanders from topic to topic
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Split the talk into sections
2) Read outlines and checkout each 
section as you go.

Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Too much text
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Use more graphics
2) Use bullet points

70

Ideate suggestions per problem
2

Presentation problems

A three-step Chain 
for peer review rewriting



Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Meanders from topic to topic
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Split the talk into sections
2) Read outlines and checkout each 
section as you go.

Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Too much text
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Use more graphics
2) Use bullet points

71

Ideate suggestions per problem
2

Presentation problems

A three-step Chain 
for peer review rewriting



Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Meanders from topic to topic
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Split the talk into sections
2) Read outlines and checkout each 
section as you go.

Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Too much text
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Use more graphics
2) Use bullet points

72

Ideate suggestions per problem
2

Presentation problems

A three-step Chain 
for peer review rewriting



Write one friendly paragraph that covers all 
the presentation problems and suggestions.

Presentation problems: 
1) Too much text
2) Meanders from topic to topic
Short suggestions for improvements:
1) Use more graphics
2) Use bullet points
3) Split the talk into sections
Friendly paragraph:
Sherry, your presentation was interesting! 
However, I noticed that you have a lot of 
information on your slides. It might be 
helpful to vary pictures with text so that 
it is easier to follow. Also, you might 
consider the flow of your theme. If it were 
me, I would have divided it into three 
sections and then used your conclusion. You 
may also want to add some humor, and ask 
more questions to engage the audience. 
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Compose the final paragraph
3

Presentation problems

Sherry,

A three-step Chain 
for peer review rewriting
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Chain = 
Independent LLM runs per sub-task

2 Ideate suggestions per problem

3 Compose them into a paragraph

1 Identify all presentation problems 1

+ inter-step transformation

Presentation problems

Sherry,

Less is more!



20 participant user study
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Chaining improves human-AI interactions

Baseline
Chaining
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Controllable: Explicit “knobs” 
"Chaining makes it easier to fine-tune things…
Too much freedom [without Chaining] is a 
curse.”

Transparent: better convey model’s 
goal per step 

"Chaining helped you speak the 
language. It lift[ed] up the hood 
and showed what’s happening at 
different phrases.”



Branch: music relevance

Get factual answers Parse the list

Call YouTube API

Format the response
Input utterances 21

4 5

7

8

Branch: music intension3

Extract entities6

Filter: toxic response10Generate response9
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Play music by the Beatles.

I will play the following: 
1. Get back 
2. Hey Jude 
3. Love me Do!

Music play

Who’re some Country artists?

Garth Brooks, George Strait, ...

Music information

Hey! what up?

I'm chillin', how can I help you?

Not music

Chaining for prototyping 
AI-infused applications



AI Chain: The Big Picture
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AI Chain ⛓: Empower end users to fix LLM errors, 
with explicit knobs on sub-tasks.

Make the human-LLM collaboration more transparent and 
controllable, purely through interactions
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WORK

AI Chain (CHI 2022)  
End user capability
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In use

Polyjuice (ACL 2021)  
Tailor (ArXiv 2021) 
Data diversity

Errudite (ACL 2019) 
Expert domain knowledge

CheckList (ACL 2020)  
AI capability coverage

Tempura (CHI 2020) 
Inherent data properties

Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with frameworks.

Augment experts on collecting 
how humans use AIs, with NLP models.

Empower end users to 
recover from AI errors, with interactions

Allow sharing reproducible insights

Shape the analysis process



Deployment simplifies  
how humans recover from AI errors 
Nothing we can do!
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STAGES

Evaluation simplifies  
what humans expect from AIs. 
Errors are treated equally and sparsely! 
Correct prediction ≠ Correct reasoning.

Paleyes, A., Urma, R. G., & Lawrence, N. D. (2020). Challenges in Deploying Machine Learning: a Survey of Case Studies. arXiv 

Data simplifies  
how humans use AIs. 
Some use cases do not exist! 
High accuracy ≠ Model succeeding. AI technology is made by people, 

and it's going to be used for people. 
Fundamentally…how we innovate – 
but also put the right guardrails – is 
up to us humans doing it for humans. 

Fei-Fei Li,  
Co-Director of Stanford’s Human-

Centered AI
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Deployment simplifies  
how humans recover from AI errors 
Nothing we can do!
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STAGES

Evaluation simplifies  
what humans expect from AIs. 
Errors are treated equally and sparsely! 
Correct prediction ≠ Correct reasoning.

Paleyes, A., Urma, R. G., & Lawrence, N. D. (2020). Challenges in Deploying Machine Learning: a Survey of Case Studies. arXiv 

Data simplifies  
how humans use AIs. 
Some use cases do not exist! 
High accuracy ≠ Model succeeding. AI technology is made by people, 

and it's going to be used for people. 
Fundamentally…how we innovate – 
but also put the right guardrails – is 
up to us humans doing it for humans. 

Fei-Fei Li,  
Co-Director of Stanford’s Human-

Centered AI

Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with tools

Augment experts on collecting 
how humans use AIs, with NLP models.

Empower end users to 
recover from AI errors, with interactions
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Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with tools.

Empower end users to 
recover from AI errors, with interactions
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STAGES

Paleyes, A., Urma, R. G., & Lawrence, N. D. (2020). Challenges in Deploying Machine Learning: a Survey of Case Studies. arXiv 

Generating data

Grouping & rewriting data

Decomposing data

Human-centered AI, via 
Data-centered approach

Exploration and exploitation 
How do we better use data to inspect AI?

Communicate through data 
How do we exchange data with AI?

Control & customize through data 
How do we bring our own data to AI?

Augment experts on collecting 
how humans use AIs, with NLP models.
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Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with tools.

Empower end users to 
recover from AI errors, with interactions
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STAGES

Paleyes, A., Urma, R. G., & Lawrence, N. D. (2020). Challenges in Deploying Machine Learning: a Survey of Case Studies. arXiv 

Generating data

Grouping & rewriting data

Decomposing data

Human-centered AI, via 
Data-centered approach

Exploration and exploitation 
How do we better use data to inspect AI?

Communicate through data 
How do we exchange data with AI?

Control & customize through data 
How do we bring our own data to AI?

Augment experts on collecting 
how humans use AIs, with NLP models.
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In use

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

How many yellowish donuts are there?

How many yellowish donuts are there?

How many yellowish→colored donuts are there?

How many yellowish donuts are there→in brown?

How many non-yellowish donuts are there?

How many yellowish, sprinkled donuts are there?

How many green trees are there?

How many pink donuts are there?



+non-yellow

+ non-colored

there➜yellow

there➜marigold

there➜not yellow
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Know each ADJ?

+yellow

+colored

+ marigold

+ sprinkled

Know negated ADJ?

+non-brownish

Know ADJ location?

there➜yellowish

yellowish➜∅

Know ADJ?

How many yellowish donuts are there?
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Do demo together 
with the audience

Ask audience to predict 
what happened

Use personal & relatable anecdote

Use exaggerated body language

Walk around the room

Use humor

Ask questions

Distinct suggestion types

What are some suggestions for “does not engage”?
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Change“How many yellowish donut are there?”

Future: Iterate with connected data 
Can we use the semantic & syntactic edges for data space 

exploration & exploitation?

How many sprinkled peaks are there? 
How many non-yellowish peaks are there?

I will keep “sprinkled”!
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Future: Iterate with connected data 
Can we use the semantic & syntactic edges for data space 

exploration & exploitation?

Let’s generalize your previous change: 
“How many donuts are sprinkled?”

Interesting, I will keep it!

Did you know you can also move “yellowish”: 
“How many yellowish  peak are yellowish?”

How many sprinkled peaks are there? 
How many non-yellowish peaks are there?

I will keep “sprinkled”!
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How many blue peaks are there? 
How many non-brownish peaks are there?

I will keep “blue”!

Did you know you can also move “brownish”: 
“How many brownish  peak are brownish?”

Interesting, I will keep it!
Let’s generalize your previous change: 
“How many  peak are blue?”

Interactions for back-and-forth 
“dialogs” between humans and AI

(Few-shot) generators to “traverse” 
the graph & do data recombination

Iteratively establish a pool of related expectations, 
Clarify uncertainties from both humans and AI.

Error analysis 

Testing 

In use

Can we use the semantic & syntactic edges for data space 
exploration & exploitation?

Future: Iterate with connected data 



Augment experts on collecting 
how humans use AIs, with NLP models.

Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with tools.

Empower end users to 
recover from AI errors, with interactions
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Decomposing data

Human-centered AI, via 
Data-centered approach
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How do we better use data to inspect AI?

Communicate through data 
How do we exchange data with AI?

Control & customize through data 
How do we bring our own data to AI?
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Future: Communicate through data

starts_with(question,  
pattern="how many NOUN")

Errudite

[lexical] How many [BLANK] 
peaks are there?

Polyjuice

Given the English sentence, 
translate to French.

AI Chain

?a real joy. 
atmosphere 
alot dialogue 
Clone totally 
[marvelous].

?
“How do I change 
that adjective?” 

“How do I say it 
in English?”

Shin, Taylor, et al. "Autoprompt: Eliciting knowledge from language models with automatically generated prompts." EMNLP 2020
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Future: Communicate through data

Cai, Carrie J., et al.  CSCW 2019; Louie, Ryan, et al. CHI 2020; Shin, Taylor, et al. EMNLP 2020

Super-pixel

Un-interpretable instruction

a real joy. atmosphere 
alot dialogue Clone 
totally [marvelous].

👩💻 Make the music slower..?

Music notes 👨🎤

Can we build communication layers between AI & humans?
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Future: Communicate through data
Can we build communication layers between AI & humans?

Super-pixel

Cai, Carrie J., et al.  CSCW 2019; Louie, Ryan, et al. CHI 2020; Shin, Taylor, et al. EMNLP 2020

👩💻 Make the music slower..?

Un-interpretable instruction

a real joy. atmosphere 
alot dialogue Clone 
totally [marvelous].

Music notes 👨🎤

x👩⚕
Medical segment

Test on model capability users & use scenario

Easier AI “onboarding”

“Prompt translation” from human 
intention to machine language

Build human vocabulary with 
domain experts

Testing 

In use



Augment experts on collecting 
how humans use AIs, with NLP models.

Express experts’ knowledge on 
what humans expect from AIs, with tools.

Empower end users to 
recover from AI errors, with interactions
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STAGES

Generating data

Grouping & rewriting data

Decomposing data

Human-centered AI, via 
Data-centered approach

Exploration and exploitation 
How do we better use data to inspect AI?

Communicate through data 
How do we exchange data with AI?

Control & customize through data 
How do we bring our own data to AI?

D
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 E
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l.

D
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a 
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.

Error analysis 

Testing 

Training

In use

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment



Future: Control & customize through data 
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STAGES

Error analysis 

Testing 

Training

In use

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

One for All

Grammar 

Reasoning 
World knowledge 

…

Use & audit

Ethics

Sentiment

“It’s better than Harry Potter!”



Future: Control & customize through data 
Can we allow human controls via customized data plug-in?
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STAGES

Error analysis 

Testing 

Training

In use

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

Know basics Agency
One for All Use & audit

Grammar 

Reasoning 
World knowledge 

…

Customization 
User labeled data 

Personal knowledge base

Context 
Formal email 
Movie review 

…

+

Ethics

Sentiment



Future: Control & customize through data 
Can we allow human controls via customized data plug-in?
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STAGES

Error analysis 

Testing 

Training

In use

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

Factuality 
Wikipedia

Know basics Agency
One for All Use & audit

Customization 
User labeled data 

Personal knowledge base

Context 
Formal email 
Movie review 

…

Grammar 

Reasoning 

Ethics 
…

Sentiment 

Common sense 

…

+

“Weighted ensemble” of 
different data sources

“Smart” select user context as plug-ins

Collect customization data “on the fly”
In use

Collection

Nakano, Reiichiro, et al. 
"WebGPT: Browser-assisted 
question-answering with 
human feedback." arXiv 2021.
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EXISTING WORKSTAGES FUTURE WORK

Exploration and exploitation 
How do we better use data to inspect AI?

Control & customize through data 
How do we bring our own data to AI?

AI Chain (CHI 2022)  
End user capability

D
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el
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l.
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a 
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ep
.Collection

Augmentation

Error analysis 

Testing 

Training

Assessment

In use

Polyjuice (ACL 2021)  
Tailor (ArXiv 2021) 
Data diversity

Errudite (ACL 2019) 
Expert domain knowledge

CheckList (ACL 2020)  
AI capability coverage

Tempura (CHI 2020) 
Inherent data properties

Communicate through data 
How do we exchange data with AI?

+

=  Human & data centered AI
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Backup slides



Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

Polyjuice (ACL 2021)  
Tailor (ArXiv 2021) 
Data diversity

Tempura (CHI 2020) 
Inherent data properties

Humans interactively debug AI
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WORK
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STAGES

Error analysis 

Testing 

Training

Errudite (ACL 2019) 
Expert domain knowledge

CheckList (ACL 2020)  
AI capability coverage

In
 d

ev
el

op
m

en
t

In use AI Chain (CHI 2022)  

AI Chains: Transparent and Controllable Human-AI 
Interaction by Chaining LLM Prompts  
Tongshuang Wu, Michael Terry, Carrie Cai 
CHI 2022 

PromptChainer: Chaining Large Language Model 
Prompts through Visual Programming 
Tongshuang Wu, Ellen Jiang, Michael Terry, Carrie Cai 
CHI LBW 2022

End users have goals but not expertise. 
Interactively interpret & control models.

In use



Crowdsourcing Workflow vs. LLM Chaining 
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Task decomposition rationale 

Cognitive load vs. model limitation 
“What can the model do?”

Humans’ access to the Chain 

A local step vs. the global chain 
Take advantage of cascading effects & parallel paths
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability
LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature).

LLM are capable,  
when the input/output is well-scoped (73 demos).

Extract information (9 demos),  

Classification (6 demos),  

Rewriting (29 demos), 

Factual query (9 demos),  

Ideation (8), 

…

Generate too much content. 

Handle too specific data formats. 

Resolve too many sub-parts.
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability
LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature).

Generate too much content. 

Handle too specific data formats. 

Resolve too many sub-parts.

Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability

Generate too much content. 
Exposure bias, overfit to their own generations. 
e.g., produce redundant content.

LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature):

Examples in English

Good morning!

Nice to meet you!

How are you?

I don't speak French.

Examples in French

Bonjour!

Enchanté!

Comment allez-vous?

Je ne parle pas français

Paris

City to visit

Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability

Generate too much content. 
Exposure bias, overfit to their own generations. 
e.g., produce redundant content.

LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature):

Examples in English

Where's the bus station?

Do you like the weather?

How do I go to the Louvre?

I will check out at noon.

Gather additional information from LLMs 
e.g. Ideation 

Chat topics
Small talk

Transportation

Accommodation

Id
ea

tio
nId

ea
tio

n

Examples in French

Où est la gare routière?

Vous aimez le temps?

Comment aller au Louvre?

je partirai à midi.

Paris

City to visit

Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability

Generate too much content.

LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature):

Handle too specific data formats. 
Confused by mismatched text distribution 
e.g., Handled natural text better than JSON format.

Gather additional information from LLMs
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"size": 
{
 “field":"Origin", 
 "type":"nominal"
}

Original VegaLite Spec

Re
w

rit
in

g

"size→color": 
{
 "field":"Origin", 
 "type":"nominal"
}

Fixed VegaLite Spec

��������� &KDUW
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2ULJLQ

Re-organize the input 
e.g. Rewriting 

Viz. description
A)[encoding: 
size] has [data 
type: nominal]

B)...

Rewriting Rewriting

Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability

Generate too much content.

LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature):

Handle too specific data type.

Resolve too many sub-parts. 
Not enough reasoning capability. 
e.g., if-this-then-that branching logic

Gather additional information from LLMs

Re-organize the input

Re
w

rit
in

g

Validate and categorize the input 
e.g. Classification 

Shorthand

cl
as

si
fic

at
io

n

Phrase

G
en

er
at

io
n

Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability

Exposure bias.

LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature):

Sub-optimal data format.

Lack multi-step reasoning capability

Gather additional information from LLMs

Re-organize the input

Validate and categorize the input

Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.

AI Chains raises the ceiling for what 
people can use LLMs.
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Humans interactively debug AIWORK

CheckList (ACL 2020)  

AI Chain (ArXiv 2022)  
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STAGES

Testing 

Training

Beyond Accuracy: Behavioral Testing of 
NLP models with CheckList 
 Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Tongshuang Wu, 
Carlos Guestrin, and Sameer Singh 
ACL 2020In use

Collection

Augmentation

Assessment

Polyjuice (ACL 2021)  
Tailor (ArXiv 2021)

Tempura (CHI 2020)

Errudite (ACL 2019) Error analysis

Experts know what to evaluate. 
Express domain knowledge.

Best paper (top-1)



Minimum Functionality Test

Software engineering → NLP
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Expectation: Exact labels 
This was a great flight. (positive) 
I hated this seat. (negative)

Unit tests: known in-/out-putsCapabilities MFT

Vocab/POS Pos/Neg: 15% 
 

Named entities
Nagation

…

1 test, with failure rate

} A group of n=500 test cases



Software engineering → NLP
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INVariance Tests

Metamorphic (perturbations) 
& property-based testing

Expectation: Same prediction after the change. 
@AmericanAir thank you we got on a different flight to Chicago Dallas. 
@VirginAmerica I can’t lose my luggage, moving to Brazil Turkey soon.

No need to specify 
the exact prediction!

Capabilities MFT INV

Vocab/POS Pos/Neg: 15% 
Neutral: 7.6%

Named entities LOC: 21%

Nagation Easy: 49.2%

…



Software engineering → NLP
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Capabilities MFT INV DIR

Vocab/POS Pos/Neg: 15% 
Neutral: 7.6%

Add neg: 34.6%

Named entities LOC: 21%

Nagation Easy: 49.2%

…

INVariance Tests

Metamorphic (perturbations) 
& property-based testing

DIRectional Expectation Tests

Expectation: Sentiment monotonic decreasing (↓) 
@AmericanAir service wasn’t great. You are lame. 
@JetBlue why won't YOU help them?! Ugh. I dread you.

expectation on 
probability!
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